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Transylvania
LOCATION Romania START/FINISH Copșa Mare/
Viscri DISTANCE 130 km (80 miles) TIME 4 days
DIFFICULTY Moderate; regular climbs and descents
INFORMATION www.romaniatourism.com

Left The road bending around Loch Bun
Abhainn Eadarra on the Isle of Harris
Above Watching the sunset from
Callanish stone circle on Lewis
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Transylvania isn’t all about Dracula;
this in-the-saddle adventure bypasses the
mythology and explores the reality of this
remarkable Romanian region, which is home
not to vampires, but time-worn villages.

Hebridean Way
LOCATION UK START/FINISH Vatersay/Butt of Lewis
DISTANCE 298 km (185 miles) TIME 1 week DIFFICULTY
Moderate; some steep ascents INFORMATION www.visit
outerhebrides.co.uk; route is marked as the NCR 780

Ten islands, six causeways and two ferr y crossings
make up this cycling adventure. Take your time,
enjoy the ride, and prepare to be dazzled by the
enchanting seascapes, desolate mountains ranges
and heart-wrenching histor y of the Outer Hebrides.
Begin on the tiny island of Vatersay, famed for its white sands
and impossibly turquoise waters. With the prevailing wind at
your back as you pedal north, a series of causeways and ferry
crossings take you through the low-lying islands of Barra and
Eriskay, across waterlogged South Uist and tiny Benbecula to
the rusted-orange hillsides of North Uist and sandy Berneray.
But it’s Harris that will steal your heart. With every bend
another idyllic seascape slides into view, backed by sweetsmelling wildflower meadows known as machair.
On to Lewis, where ancient standing stones speak of longlost civilizations, while deserted crofters’ cottages – scars of
highland clearances – tell a more recent tale. Both are solemn
reminders that, sooner or later, all things must pass, and upon
arrival at the Butt of Lewis, so too must your journey.
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GAELIC
First introduced by
Celts from Ireland and
mixed with Old Norse,
Gaelic was once the
language of Scotland.
While it faces
extinction on the
mainland, Gaelic is still
the language of daily
life in the Outer
Hebrides. But Gaelic
culture is more than
just a language; it’s a
rich and ancient
heritage of music and
song, storytelling and
seafaring, community
and kinship.

Set off in autumn and wheel along this scenic route,
sweeping past village after village swaddled in a
blanket of yellows, browns and oranges. Starting
in tiny Copșa Mare, the path climbs up to a series
of forested ridges, before diving back down into
Mălâncrav – home to the largest Saxon population in
Transylvania. Gold-hued haystacks, fruit-filled apple
trees and quaint slope-roofed houses suggest a world
little changed since the 14th century.
The path climbs skywards once more, through
ancient oak forests towards the mist-covered
medieval walled city of Sighișoara, a sea of
implausibly pretty – and impeccably preserved –
pastel-shaded buildings. From here, the trail flees the
“big city” – first along flat tree-lined streets, then up
through thickly forested hilltop trails – for sleepy
Saschiz, a little village with a UNESCO-listed fortified
church. Sweeping, sheep-dotted slopes mark the
final stretch into the spectacularly beautiful Saxon
village of Viscri. With hundreds of historic, renovated
buildings ringed by rolling countryside, it is the
perfect end to this traditional Transylvanian tour.

The stone buildings and
fortified church at the centre
of the medieval village
of Copșa Mare
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